
2022 Columbus Qualifier  

April 23–24, 2022 

14UI, 14UA, 18UI, 18UA Junior Team Tennis 
A Qualifier is the entry event for NCJTT (National Championship Junior 
Team Tennis) and replaces the requirement for local league play for 
both teams and players. Sectional Associations determine the number of 
and schedule for the Qualifiers within their geographic boundaries. All 
teams must compete in a Qualifier. All players must play in at least one 
match at a Qualifier. Sectional Associations determine the number of 
teams that advance from a Qualifier. 

COST: Non-refundable fee of $37.00 per player  

SECURITY DEPOSIT: $250 PER TEAM REGISTRATION  

Registration will be first come first serve. Once the draws are full (4 
teams per division), teams may be put on a waiting list. You will be 
notified if you are put on the waiting list. Three team matches will be 
guaranteed.  

Teams will register in TennisLink and will require a team captain. 
Captain need to complete Safe Play. 

SECURITY DEPOSIT: 

Security deposits ($250 per team) will be held until the end of the 
Columbus Qualifier. Deposit checks will be torn up and discarded if the 
team remains in the event throughout the entire weekend. Deposit 
checks will be cashed if a team withdraws from the event or does not 
complete all scheduled matches.  



TEAMS:  

Anyone can form a team for this event and any player can participate if 
the player meets the age and level eligibility requirements. This event is 
considered its own season. 

ROSTERS:  

Minimum 3 boys and 3 girls are required and maximum 6 boys and 6 
girls. PLAYING TWICE WILL BE ALLOWED.  

AGE ELIGIBILITY:  

All players participating in the Columbus Qualifier must remain age 
eligible through August 31, 2022.  

• 14U – BORN SEPTEMBER 2007 & YOUNGER  
• 18U – BORN SEPTEMBER 2003 & YOUNGER  

LEVEL ELIGIBILITY:  

14U-18U Intermediate/Advanced Level Eligibility Requirements:  

•  Players with a JNTRP rating of 3.5 and above at time of 
registration must play advanced 

ELIGIBILITY AND STATE ELIGIBILITY:  

Players must have a current USTA members and play at least 1 team 
match. A default does count as a match played provided that the player 
accepting the default is present at the Qualifier.  

MATCH FORMAT (5 lines): 

 
Boys Singles, Girls Singles, Boys Doubles, Girls Doubles, Mixed Doubles, 
Double Playing is allowed. 
 
 



SCORING FORMAT: 

 
The scoring format will be the best 2 out of 3 short sets to 4 games 
with no ad scoring.  A set tiebreaker is played at 3 games all.  A 10-
point match tiebreaker is played at one set all. 

Teams that score the most games will be determined the winner. 

Scoring formats may be altered at the discretion of the Columbus 
Qualifier Tournament Director.  

COACHING:  

Coaching is communication, advice, or instruction of any kind, audible or 
visible, to a player. 

The following coaching policies must be followed. Any violation of these 
coaching policies may result in the suspension of the coaching privileges 
and point penalties:  

• One person may be designated to be the Coach of a team during 
each dual team match and must be registered with the 
tournament and identified with a Coach badge. Coaches may not 
alternate during a team match.  

• The designated Coach may coach the player(s) when the players 
change ends at the end of a game and may be done when the 
players change ends after the first game without delay.  

• Coaching is not permitted during a set tie-break game or match 
tie-break in lieu of the third set.  

• Coach must remain outside the fence and cannot receive input at 
the fence from any other parties to relay to the player when 
speaking to the player.  

• Coaching should be a positive reinforcement to your player and not 
against the opponent.  

• A player is not allowed to be coached if the coaching is given by 
signals during play 



COURTS/FACILITY:  

Matches will be played on hard courts at Cooper Creek Tennis Center in 
Columbus, Georgia.  

LUNCH:  

Lunch will be provided for all participates on Saturday. 

SCHEDULE:  

The match schedule will be posted on Thursday, April 21, 2022. 

JUNIOR TEAM TENNIS STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS  

All division winners will receive an invitation to the USTA Georgia State 
Championships in June.  

CANCELLATION POLICY:  

If this event or part of this event is canceled due to rain or any 
unforeseen circumstances, the event will not be rescheduled.  

All completed games will be included in a suspended match and entered 
as a timed match. It will then be determined if a team is in contention 
to win by assuming all future games are won. If a team is 
mathematically out of contention they will not be included in the 
determination of winner and finalist. Winners will then be determined by 
highest percentage of games won over games played of the teams still 
in contention.  

RULES:  

CORTA local league rules as well as USTA National rules and regulations 
will be enforced throughout this event.  

OFFICIALS  

Officials will not be on site.  



PLAYER CONDUCT AND SPECTATOR RULES:  

The player conduct agreement and spectator rules will be enforced. 
Please see attached guidelines and pass on to your players and parents.  

Player Conduct Agreement  

In recognition of the support by CORTA to competitions such as this 
Qualifier, certain behavior is expected. We expect the highest level of 
sportsmanship and exemplary behavior both on and off the court. Each 
player shall abide by the following rules of conduct while at the 
Columbus Qualifier:  

1. If you have any doubt as to whether a ball is out or good, you 
must give your opponent the benefit of the doubt and play the 
ball as good.  

2. It is your obligation to call all balls on your side, to help your 
opponent make calls when the opponent requests it, and to call 
against yourself (except for a first service) any ball that you 
clearly see out on your opponent’s side of the net.  

3. Any “out” or “let” call must be made instantaneously; otherwise, 
the ball continues in play.  

4. Do not enlist the aid of spectators in making line calls.  
5. If you call a ball out and then realize it was good, you should 

correct your call.  
6. To avoid controversy over the score, the Server should announce 

the set score before starting a game and the game score prior to 
serving each point.  

7. If players cannot agree on the score, they may go back to the 
last score on which there was agreement and resume play from 
that point, or they may spin a racket.  

8. Do not stall, sulk, complain, or practice gamesmanship.  
9. Wait until the players on another court have completed a point 

before retrieving or returning a ball.  
10. From the beginning of the match, play must be continuous. 

Attempts to stall or to extend rest periods for the purpose of 
recovering from a loss of physical condition are clearly illegal.  



11. Intentional distractions that interfere with your opponent’s 
concentration or effort to play the ball are against the rules.  

12. Players are expected to put forth a full and honest effort 
regardless of the score or expected outcome.  

13. Players are expected to maintain full control over their emotions 
and the resulting behavior throughout the match. If you begin to 
lose your composure during play, try the following:  

1. i)  Take several deep breaths, exhale as slowly as possible 
and feel your muscles relax.  

2. ii)  Concentrate on your own game and behavior while 
ignoring distractions from your opponent or surroundings.  

3. iii)  Be your own best friend – enjoy your good shots and 
forget the poor ones.  

Failure to comply with any of the above regulations may result in 
notification of parents, coaches and CORTA. If conduct is deemed 
unacceptable by the Columbus Qualifier Tournament Director dismissal 
from the event may occur.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Spectator Rules and Guidelines  

One of the goals of USTA Junior Team Tennis is to allow the players a 
competitive setting without the pressures of spectator interference. 
The purpose of this Qualifier is to encourage teamwork and 
sportsmanship on and off the court. Clapping/cheering for good shots 
will be allowed provided it is for both teams' good shots.  

Remember, our concern is the well-being of every junior participating in 
this event. We want all teams that play to have a good experience. If 
clapping/cheering gets out of hand, the spectators will be informed that 
any cheering or clapping will not be allowed for the remainder of the 
match. Team Captains are responsible for their team spectators and 
should be sure that their team parents and players know and 
understand the rules BEFORE starting play.  

If there is excessive abuse of the rules no clapping/cheering will be 
permitted for the remainder of the event.  

Examples:  

1. Player hits a double fault - no cheering.  
2. Player hits a ball 2 feet out on a deuce point - no cheering.  
3. Player whiffs a serve - no cheering.  
4. Player hits ball into the net – no cheering.  
5. Player hits an overhead for a winner - cheering by both teams.  
6. Players have a long rally - cheering by both teams.  
7. Match has finished play - cheering by both teams.  
8. Spectators should use common sense. Think how your child would 

feel in a situation before subjecting another child to unfairness.  

Remember, these teams are all champions already. Even though the 
score may not reflect it, every child is a winner. Let them play the 
matches on the courts. Let's all help the players have a wonderful 
experience, so they continue to play tennis in the future.  



 

2022 Columbus Qualifier  

April 23–24, 2022 

14UI, 14UA, 18UI, 18UA Junior Team Tennis 
If you are interested in participating, please fill out the following form 
and submit a check to CORTA. You will be contacted when we have 
received your form and your deposit check. 
 
Teams will be contacted April 11, 2022, with a Team Number to register 
their team. 
 
Deadline to register: April 8, 2022 
 

Thank you for registering for the Columbus Qualifier!  

Link to REGISTRATION FORM  

 

 

 

 

 



Registration Form will be on a Jot Form 

 

 

Captain’s name: 

Email: 

Cell Phone:  

What CTA is the team from: 

Division: (Age/Level) 

Team Name: 

Names of Players- USTA Numbers- Birthdate-Age 

 

Mail check to: 

CORTA  
P.O. Box 8236  
Columbus, GA  31908 
 
You will be notified when CORTA has received your deposit. 
 
Thank you for entering the Columbus Qualifier. 

 

 

 
 



 
 


